ABSTRACT. Suppose that each of * = C\Mn\ and K = C{K"] is a 
(1) Q=C\nl], i.e.,nn = (n)-1; (2) 2 = ClMj, where ^ = (n ln(« + 1))_ l; (3) %p = C\MJ, where pn = w_p: Af^ « (n\)p, 0 < p < «.; (4) g= C{(2«)!}, i.e., nn = (2n-l)(2n). Then &(x) = S >lc cos nx, which is in Tí -K. If a were to belong to K locally at each point of the compact set 7, then a. would belong to K. Hence, there exists a point x of U such that a. does not belong to a locally at x. Choose y £ U . and let ß(t) = a(t + (x -y)), t £ R. Then for sufficiently small positive numbers a, the function (1 -a)f + aß belongs to (71 -A . ) Ci (3; thus, the theorem is established. Proof. Choose k with 1 + l/k < p. Referring to the Lemma, notice that if g(x) = f(cx), then g(n)(x) = c"f(n)(x); thus, we choose c = U(2Rk), so that R = /i. Then we recall that we can let g(x) =0, x < 0, and define h(t) = h(a, b, t) = g(t -a)g(b -t), t £ R, to obtain [6, pp. and h is analytic on (a, b). Let r{ be a countable dense subset of (0, 27r)
